CALL FOR PAPERS
Volume 6, Number 1

The journal of Economic Anthropology (Wiley Blackwell) is calling for open submissions for
Volume 6, Number 1, which is to be published in January 2019. EA is a bi-annual refereed
journal published by the Society for Economic Anthropology (SEA) to make available research
that is innovative and interdisciplinary and focused on economic and social life to serve scholars,
practitioners, and general audiences. The journal has recorded the highest rate of growth for
readership for all 33 American Anthropological Association journals for the last two years. To
further the goal of making the most current research available to a broad audience, EA
emphasizes clear and accessible writing. We encourage authors to take advantage of the journal’s
online format and incorporate photos, graphics, and links to videos or other related materials.
The journal considers the work of scholars and practitioners at all points in their careers,
including advanced PhD students.
Timeliness is an important consideration in the EA process. It is our goal to bring each issue to
final publication within approximately one year from the date of submission. This ambitious
deadline represents a big commitment to getting new work out quickly and serves everyone’s
interests, including junior scholars who are especially pressed to publish in quality journals
without long lead times.
The open submission issue features articles spanning a wide array of topics and disciplines
including:

























Sociocultural Anthropology
Archaeology
Sociology
Linguistics
Demography
Economics
Ecology
Geography
History
Entrepreneurship
Tourism
Sustainable Human Development
Foreign Aid, Donor Decline, and
Withdrawal
Commodification
Globalization
Resource Management
Migration and Economy
Sustainable Livelihoods
International Trade
Global Food Systems
Gender at Work
The Household
Property























Social Economies of Greed and Excess
Political Economy of Cities
Inequality
Energy and Economy
Technologies and the Transformation of
Economies
Risk and Resilience
Financialization
Water and Economy
Values and Valuables
Ecology
Corruption
Cooperation and Conflict
Agriculture and Production
Labor
Textile Economies
Hazards and Disasters
Economics and Morality
Transformation of Landscape
Consumption
Informal and Parallel Economies
AND MUCH MORE …

This CFPs offers a tremendous opportunity to have your work reviewed and potentially
published within a year! Manuscripts must be submitted no later than January 20, 2018. The
requirements for consideration include the following:
GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS:
If you are interested in pursuing the possibility of getting your work published in EA, please
submit a polished article to economicanthro@americananthro.org. Follow these guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The article must draw on original and clearly presented research.
The article must present clear contributions to existing scholarship.
The article needs to concern the interaction of economic and social life.
The writing must be very clear and very organized. Keep jargon to a minimum, or
where possible, explain complex terms with ordinary language. Significant readability
problems will disqualify an article before it goes to peer review.
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5.

6.

Articles may not exceed 8000 words including abstract, notes, references, and
captions. Two graphics are permitted in the online typeset version. Additional text and
graphics are welcome as Supplementary Material, accessible from the article.
Articles must conform to the 16th Edition of the Chicago Manual of Style, AuthorDate (http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html).

For more information about back issues, subscription inquires, or additional information, please
check out our website at:
http://anthrosource.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/hub/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)2330-4847/
The benefits of submitting to EA are plenty—our journal is part of the AAA consortium of
scholarly journals indexed in AnthroSource. EA is also indexed in a number of ProQuest and
CABI products and is easily found online. Wiley Blackwell does a lot of work on search engine
optimization to ensure that EA’s content is discoverable. They work closely with Google to
ensure that articles meet all criteria for inclusion in Google search engines and our articles are
indexed by Google, allowing them to be discoverable by abstract terms, as well as terms
available only within the full text. Wiley Blackwell also actively promotes EA content across
multiple disciplines, including anthropology and economics.
I look forward to receiving your manuscript submissions. Please do not hesitate to contact me
with any questions.
Thank you,
Brandon D. Lundy
EA Editor
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